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The DLD is the place to be !!! 

Come visit Israel in conjunction with the biggest 

innovation event on the annual calendar. The DLD is 

THE PLACE to see all that 'Startup Nation' has to offer in 

such sectors as: Digital Media, e-Commerce, AI/ML, 

Fintech and anything in between. 

 

 

 

ITINERARY 
 Sun 2/9- Travel to Israel* 

 Mon 3/9- Pre-booked B2B 

meetings*; visit Tel Aviv's 

startup ecosystem; 

evening reception with 

Mayor of Tel Aviv 

 Tue-Wed 4-5/9- Attend 

DLD + follow up meetings 

 Thurs 6/9- Visit innovation 

ecosystem & attend "Indo-

Israel Showcase" Event. 

 Fri 7/9 Return to India 

Consider adding an extra 2 days 

to visit Jerusalem & Dead Sea. 

* Plan B guests arrive a day 

earlier. Rest travel on 3/9. 

Be part of an OFFICIAL BUSINESS DELEGATION * attending the 5-Day event, gaining access 

to closed networking events and industry Meetups, all part of the 2-day Digital 

Conference (5-6 Sept.). In addition, visit the many booths or listening in to the many talks & 

presentations. After hours, attend the many evening events spread out across the city, 

offering parties, guest lectures and many other casual opportunities to network and 

connect with the local innovation eco-system. 
* Being part of an OFFICIAL DELEGATION, offers you FREE entrance into the DLD Tel 

Aviv Digital Conference (5-6 September) as well as to ALL the DLD events both on & off 

campus. 
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TRIP PACKAGE & PRICING 

Plan A: Innovation Visit (5 nights) 
 Get a sample of Israel's innovation eco-system 

 Visit the DLD with POLYNATION, helping you 

make the most of the busy and rich schedule. 

 Visit Jerusalem's historic sights and the capital 

city's innovation eco-system. 

 Cost: 1st delegate per company $1,250; 

additional delegate $900 

 

Plan B: Personalised Innovation Visit (6 nights) 
 Include everything in basic package + 

 Setup introductory Skype calls prior to travel with 

select list of companies. 

 Arrive a day earlier & conduct pre-arranged B2B 

meetings with select companies in your domain. 

 Cost: 1st delegate per company $3,000; 

additional delegate $1,100 

Trip includes: 
 Special "delegate access" to all DLD events. 

 Inter-city transport TLV-JLM. 

 Local SIM card with phone & data plan 

Additional Costs: 
 Hotel w/ breakfast: group rate, single 

occupancy $100/ night, double $130/ night 

 

"The bald & the beautiful"- Rahuel & 

Yuval (bottom right) doing the selfie at 

last year's DLD. 

About Us 

POLYNATION VENTURES is an Indo-Israeli consulting 

company, focused on helping bridge the innovation 

gap between our two esteemed countries. We help 

innovative Israeli companies expand into India with the 

right business partners and strategic alliances. 

POLYNATION is an Official Partner to the DLD. 

Contact Information: 

 India- Rahuel Stone 

rahuel@polynationventures.com  

 Israel- Yuval Susskind 

yuval@polynationventures.com

Mobile: +972.52.5321780 
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